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Operators satisfying a sequential growth condition 
By BHUSHAN L. WADHWA in Cleveland (Ohio, U.S.A.) *> 
§ 1. Introduction 
An operator T o n a Hilbert space § is called hyponormal if T*T-TT* & 0. 
One of the very useful properties of a hyponormal operator T is that it satisfies the 
G1 growth condition, that is ) [ ( ; . - 7 ) " J | | - 1 ¡d(X) for all A£Q(T) where A(T) and 
Q(T) denote the spectrum and the resolvent set of T respectively, and d{X) = 
= dist [A, «7(7")]. For most applications we need this growth condition to be satisfied 
in a neighborhood of o(T). On the other hand, the Volterra operator V does not 
satisfy the growth condition in any neighborhood of o(V), but there does exist 
a sequence A„£Q(V) (take A„ to be negative real numbers) such that A„—0 and 
I K K — A „ ) _ 1 | | = 1/|A„|. This motivates us to introduce the concept of a sequential 
Gi growth condition. A bounded operator T o n a Hilbert space § satisfies sequential 
(?! growth condition if for every X£D(A(T)) (the boundary of <R(T)), there exists 
a sequence A„£Q(T) such that A „ - A and | | ( A „ - R ) _ 1 | | = 1 ¡d{X„) for all n. Such 
an operator T is also referred to as a sequentially G, operator. Some other generali-
zations of G1 growth conditions have been considered by LUCRE [5, 6] and RIGGS [8]. 
We prove tha t a sequentially G j algebraic operator is normal . This result has 
an interesting application to the theory of g-dilations in the sense that it generalizes 
and at the same time simplifies the proof of a recent theorem of FURUTA [ 2 ] con-
cerning C e -operators . We also prove that if T is a sequentially operator then 
T+X" c where J f is the ideal of compact operators and 0LX denotes the norm 
closure of operators with one dimensional reducing subspace. Our result generalizes 
a theorem of BERBERIAN [1] and ISTRATESCU [4] which asserts that T + X a 
whenever T is a GX operator (this in turn is a generalization of a result of STAMPFLI 
[12] about hyponormal operators). denotes the algebra of bounded linear 
operator on 
*' The results presented here are part of the author's doctoral dissertation written under the 
guidance of Professor J. G. Stampfli at Indiana University. This research was supported in part by 
National Science Foundation Grant GP11734. 
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The following proposition shows the existence of a class of sequentially Gx 
operators which are not G t operators. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. 1. If T£39(§) is a quasi-nilpotent operator such that Q£dw(T), 
where w(T)= {(Tx, x):x£H and ||x|| = l } is the numerical range of T, then T is a 
sequentially Gt operator. 
P r o o f . Since w{T) is convex there is a line of support for w(T) passing through 
0 (since 0£dw(T)) and hence without loss of generality we can assume that w(T)cz 
c {A: Real A SO}. It is quite easy to show that , fo r any r e ^ ( S ) and X$w(T), 
||(A — r ) _ 1 | | ^ 1 . Since 0 e d w ( T ) and <T(:T) = {0}, for any real negative 
dist[A, w ( r ) ] 
number X, dist [X, w ( J ) ] = \X\=d{X). Hence we can take Xn= — 1 /« and then 
I K A . - r ) " 1 « for all n. 
In view of a theorem of STAMPFLI [9], if T is a G X operator and if a{T) is a 
finite set, then T i s a normal operator . Thus no non-zero quasi-nilpotent operator is 
a G l operator . Out next result shows that no non-zero nilpotent opera tor is a se-
quentially G t operator . 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. 2. Let TV J '(Sj) be such that Tm=0 for some m > 1 and suppose 
that T is a sequentially G{ operator. Then T— 0. 
P r o o f . Since T is a sequentially G t opera tor and cr ( r ) = {0}, there exists a se-
quence A„— 0 such that 
1 m—l y i 
l l ^ - T ) - 1 ! ! = r r r f or all n. Suppose m j > 1 , then ( ¿ „ - F T 1 = 2 - 77^ this implies 
| / t „ | / = 0 K 
^ ^ - " ¿ ' S l ^ ^ f o r all « .Hence lir"1-1!! ^ | | r ' | | l A J » " ' - 1 , 
\ A n \ ¡ = o \ K \ ' = 0 
m - 2 
for all n. Since \An\m~l + 2 ll^'H l ^ r - ' ' - 1 - 0 as we conclude tha t 
1 = 0 
Tm~l = 0. Hence by a simple induction argument T= 0. We thank the Referee for 
pointing out that, this result holds even if | | ( A n - r ) - 1 | | M S l . 
C o r o l l a r y 1.3. Let 7 V 0 be a nilpotent operator, then 0 £ Interior w(T). 
§ 2. Sequentially G1 operators and the class Ce 
An operator T is called algebraic if there exists a polynomial p(z) such that 
p(T)=0. We assume that this p(z) is minimal among all the polynomials q(z) such 
tha t q(T)=0. We shall show that if T is a sequentially G j algebraic operator then T 
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is normal. To prove this result we need the following lemma, which appears implicitly 
i n STAMPFLI [10] a n d e x p l i c i t l y i n PUTNAM [7] a n d STAMPFLI [12]. 
L e m m a 2. 1. (Putnam—Stampfli) Let T£.>%(§) and let X0£cr(T) such that 
Tx = X0x, ||x|[ = 1. Suppose there exists a sequence {A„}€ Q(T) such that X„-~ X0 and 
lim K - A o l l K ^ - A J - 1 ! ! = 1; then T*x=X0x. 
n-»oo 
T h e o r e m 2. 2. Let be a sequentially algebraic operator. Then T 
is normal. 
P r o o f : Since T is algebraic, there exists a.polynomial p(z) such that p(T)=0. 
Let Z; ( / = 0 , . . . , m) be the distinct roots of p(z) of multiplicity (i=0, ..., m) 
m 
respectively. Then 2 >h where //,- = {x £io:(T—zi)"'x = 0}. Thus each ^ is 
¡=1 
invariant under J1 and o(T\t]^= {z,}. Since T is sequentially G l s it follows that 
T\r]i is sequentially Gt. Moreover T — i s a nilpotent operator. Hence by Proposi-
tion 1. 2, T—Zifrji = 0. Thus tjj = r](T—Zi) = null space of T—zt. Moreover, by 
Lemma 2 .1 , r\(T-z^ = rj(T*-z^ and t ; ( r - z , . ) _ L t ] ( T - Z j ) for iV j . Hence 
m 
T — 2 ®ziPi where F; denotes the projection of § onto r\(T— z,) and T is normal. 
1 = 0 
The next theorem, shows that the above hypothesis can be slightly changed 
without affecting the conclusion. The hypothesis in the following theorem means 
roughly that T is sequentially G1 except at one point. 
T h e o r e m 2. 3. Let T€#(§)such thatp(T)=0, wherep(z) = ( z - z 0 ) ( z - z 1 ) " 1 . . . 
... (z—z „,)""<. Suppose for each zx (i = 1, 2 , . . . , m) there exists a sequence 0 £ £?(F) 
1 m 
such that Xy-zt and Wi^-TY^ = Tns f for all n. Then § = 2 ®>l(T-z>) 
\X„'— z,\ . /=0 
and T is normal. 
P r o o f . From the proof of Theorem 2. 2, it follows, that 
m 
$ . = i / ( r - z 0 ) + 2 ®l(T-z,) and t1\T-zi) = t1(T*-zi) for ¿ = l , 2 , . . , , m . 
i=i 
Thus t]{T—z0) is also orthogonal to fj(F—z ;) for ¿=1, 2, . . . , m. Hence T is normal. 
Now we shall apply the above result to get a generalization of a result of FURUTA 
[2] about the operators in Ce class. The class Ce of operators was introduced by 
SZ.-NAGY and FOIA§ [13] as the set of all operators T o n a Hilbert space '§ for which 
there exists a unitary operator U on some Hilbert space JT ( X 3 § ) such that 
Tn=QPUn\9> (n = 1 ,2 , . . . ) , 
where P is the projection of dC onto U is called unitary Q-dilation of T. 
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One of the characterizations of the class Ce, is the following: 
T h e o r e m 2 .4 . (SZ.-NAGY and FOIA§ [14]) An operator belongs to 
the class Ce ( p S 2) if and only if T satisfies the following condition 
for l<|ji|<°o if q = 2 
^ - ^ " ' ^ l i F T for if Q>2. 
6 
T h e o r e m 2. 5. Let T(iCe 0). Suppose p(T) = 0 where p(z) is a polynomial 
and all roots of p(z) are on the unit circle except for, perhaps a simple root (say z0J. 
Then T — U®z0P where P is a projection of § onto the null space of T—z0, and U 
is a unitary operator. 
P r o o f . Since CecCB' for 0 ( [ 1 4 , page 50]), T£Ce ( e > 0 ) implies that 
T(iCe+2 and hence by Theorem 2 .4 , 
W Q i - T y ^ j — j for 
Let p(z) = (z —z0)(z — z^"1 ...(z-zm)""> where |z;| = l for i= 1, 2, . . . , m. Now 
for any n, 1 < | ^ | < 1 + — , fi collinear with z ; (i— 1,2, ..., m); 
Q 
Hence ||(/i — r ) _ 1 | | = ,—i—, = -j-—. Thus T satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 
\fi — Zi\ d(fx) 
m 
2. 3, and hence T = 2 ®ziPi where Pt is the projection of § onto the null space 
/=o 
m 
of T— zi} i=0, 1, . . . , m. Since |z , |= 1 for i— 1, 2, . . . , m; 2 ®zipi's a unitary opera-
i = l 
tor, and thus T — U@z0P0. 
C o r o l l a r y 2 .6 . (FURUTA [2]) If Tk=T for some positive integer 2 and 
T£ Ce (Q > 0) then T is the direct sum of a zero operator and a unitary operator. 
P r o o f . Obvious f rom Theorem 2. 5. 
§ 3. The class dty 
The class Sk^ of operators was introduced by HALMOS [3]. An operator T is 
in 91 ̂  if and only if T h a s one dimensional reducing subspace. 9tx denotes the norm 
closure of 9t!. HALMOS [3] showed that every normal operator and every isometry 
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is in 01 STAMPFLI [11] showed that T+Jt c ' 9tx whenever T is either hyponormal 
or a Toeplitz operator, where J f denotes the ideal of compact operators. He also 
showed that if the spectral radius of T is equal to the norm of T then T is in . 
We shall prove that T+Jf c f , whenever T is a sequentially G, operator. 
The following four results are well known and are stated here for easy ref-
erence. 
L e m m a 3 .1 . T£0!1 if and only if there exists a sequence of unit vectors X„ 6 § 
such that | | ( : r - ; . ) x j j - 0 and \\(T*-I)xn\\ - 0 for some X£a(T). 
L e m m a 3.2 . Let X0£o(T) where [ = [j|[. Then there exists a sequence of 
unit vectors xne$ such that ||(T-X0)xn\\ — 0 and || ( T * - I 0 ) x J —0. Thus . 
L e m m a 3. 3. If there exists a sequence of unit vectors xn£%> such that x„ con-
verges weakly to. 0 and \\{T-X)x„\\ - 0 and \\(T*~l)x„\\ - 0, then T + J f c 
L e m m a 3. 4. If there exists a sequence of unit vectors such that xn con-
verges weakly to x0 and ||7x„|| —0 then Txo=0. 
For any operator T on a Hilbert space let {X£a(T)\ there exists 
x^O such that ( T - X ) x = 0 and ( T * - l ) x = 0}. If yT is not empty then 
Also if yT is an infinite set then it can be easily shown that T+ № c 01 v. In order to 
prove our result, we need the following lemmas. 
L e m m a 3. 5. Suppose there exists a sequence of unit vectors x„ € § and X0 (Jy r 
such that | | ( r - A 0 ) x J - 0 and || {T*-l0)xn\\ - 0 then T+tf c 
P r o o f . Since {x„} is a bounded sequence, we assume, without loss of generality, 
that xn converges weakly to x0. Then by Lemma 3 .4 , (T— XQ)x0 = 0 and 
= 0. Since X0$yT therefore x o = 0. Thus by Lemma 3. 3 T+Jf c ^ . 
L e m m a 3. 6. Let T be sequentially G{ and suppose that yT is a finite set such 
that yT = a{T). Then T+$T c . 
P r o o f . Let a(T) — {Xt, X2,..., Since yT = a(T), each Xt is an eigenvalue 
of T. Also T is sequentially therefore, by Lemma 2. 1, each is a reducing 
eigenvalue. If for some i, rj(T—Xi) which is equal to n(T*— I,) is infinite dimen-
sional, then obviously F + ^ f c Otherwise we have § = § ! © § ) 2 where = 
tl 
= 2 ®l(T— Aj) and § 2 = § © § ! is infinite dimensional. Since reduces T and 
a(T) is a finite set it is not hard to verify that T\§>2 = T2 is a sequentially Gx operator 
and yT is empty. Note that T2 + X cz implies T+Jf a 01 x and thus this case will 
be considered in the proof of the next theorem. 
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T h e o r e m 3. 7.. If T is a sequentially Gt operator, then c . 
P r o o f . In view of Lemma 3. 6 we only need to consider the case when yT is a 
finite set and yT?±a(T). 
Since T is sequentially Gi, fo r any A 0 £ d ( < r ( T ) \ y T ) , there exists a sequence 
fin£g(T) such that || ( T - J O - 1 ! ! a n d o- Since ft^oOr. therefore 
for any nm o such that K , o - A 0 [ < min {[AQ—a|:agy r}, d ( n m ) = \nmo~Xmo\ where 
K0i<T)\yT. 
Thus = - J — ^ - ^ ) -
Hence by Lemma 3. 2, there exists a sequence of unit vectors x„ such tha t 
\ \ [ (T- - O . 0 - / < * , „ ) " ' R l l - O and ||[(T* - / 7 m j ) - 1 - ( I m o - ¿ J - ' K I I - 0 . 
Hence by the first resolvent equat ion we get || (R—A )*„|| — 0 and || (T*—2 )AJ — 0. 
Also A m o O r - Thus by Lemma 3. 5, T+tf 
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